Witness Team October Highlights

Oct 12-15: Four students shared in several communities and contexts in Pennsylvania organized by AU Board of Trustees Chairmen, Larry Brown. They spoke to TEN different audiences in a variety of settings over Fall Break.
*This included a TV interview (part 1 and part 2) and a radio broadcast

Oct 12-16: Two students flew to Costa Rica and shared their Outpouring witness at the Resurrection Youth conference

Oct 16-18: Four students went to Ole Miss to share their Outpouring testimonies with the Wesley Foundation in Oxford, MS

Oct 22: Two students travelled to First Baptist Church of Jeffersonville to speak in their Sunday morning service

Oct 22: Two students + Greg shared an Outpouring Witness in worship and a Sunday School gathering at Teays Valley Church of God in West Virginia

Oct 23-35: Four students + Bridgette flew to Messiah University to share in 2 chapel gatherings and a worship service

Oct 27: Two students flew to International Crossroads of Albany in NY to give Outpouring testimonies

Messiah University student responses:

“I think last Tuesday might have changed my life.”

“I have a renewed sense of hunger to be with Jesus.”

Holy Spirit Driven
Larry Brown, Christ Church of Grove Farm:

“Large groups, small groups, one-on-one, radio and television, we put them through the paces. In every situation they were solid in their testimony and delivery. I received an email from John Hall, who said ‘Hearing the intimate details of how the Holy Spirit has worked in their young lives has been a balm of peace. We’ve been producing the show for so many years and have been blessed to speak with thousands about our Lord, and I’ll count that brief conversation as one of the most impactful in my life and I hope our listeners do too.’”

Mark Harkness, NY International Crossroads:

“Attention was very high during the team sharing. You could hear a pin drop in the audience. Many people came forward for prayer for salvation, recommitment, and other needs. We had an extensive team of 20-25 prayer counselors gathered for this purpose. The prayer time lasted about 30 minutes down in front of the stage. All of the Christians present were greatly encouraged in their faith by hearing the message of Asbury and the stories of the students. They went away challenged that God is real and relevant in the world today. The students were mature and humble beyond their years. I’m very impressed that they are doing this while still studying for classes. This shows a tremendous amount of commitment on their part.”

AU Student Responses

Mary H ‘24 “The students listened carefully with a hunger I have not seen in a long time. They were so excited to grow in their personal relationships with the Lord and asked really good questions afterwards in conversations. I had a conversation this morning with one of the girls about spiritual warfare! I believe the Lord will bless their hunger for his presence and overflow there in an intimate way.”

Erin M ‘27 “I believe the Lord will work in his own unique way on campus through the students. Such a joy to get to fill the students up with God’s goodness!”

“See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?”

ISAIAH 43:19